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ABSTRACT 

Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) is a subclass of Mobile Ad-hoc Network where by 

vehicles on the road network are able to exchange data. Many automobile manufacturers 

make vehicles which are pre-equipped with devices such as Geographical Position System 

(GPS), Radar and Lidar, Bluetooth, Onboard LTE module. Therefore, in the future, Self-

driving cars will be available in many countries and voice communication between 

vehicles will present many services ranging from safety to non-safety. Several researches 

have been conducted to evaluate the impact of voice CODECs in MANET. However, the 

results in MANET cannot be applied in VANET due to the unique characteristics such as 

high mobility of vehicles, frequently disconnection of network, rapid topology change and 

high node density. 

In this study, the impact of IDM-IM and FTM mobility models on the performance of 

G.711, G.723.1, G.729A, GSM.AMR and GSM.EFR voice CODECs was investigated. 

VanetMobiSim 2.2 and NS-2 were used as traffic simulator and network simulator 

respectively. The simulation results were presented using four performance metrics 

(average End-to-End delay, average jitter, packet delivery ratio and Mean Opinion Score).  

The results showed that G.729A provides good voice quality under IDM-IM mobility 

model. This is due to fact that, G.729A provides acceptable delay, packet delivery ratio 

and MOS as recommended by International Telecommunication Union for packet-based 

voice communication. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Introduction 

Wireless communications have become important means of communication, this is due to 

the development of technologies that reduce the cost of communication as well as 

enhanced security E.g.: Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, infrared, 4G (Dhawan, 2007). Wireless 

communications have been employed in different applications such as data transfer over 

short and long distances, video and audio conferencing, remote sensing etc. On the other 

hand, the advancements of wireless technologies led to the emerging of Vehicular Ad-

Hoc Network (VANET) (Targe et al., 2016). 

Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network is one among the developing areas in wireless communication 

which falls in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs). Vehicles in VANET are equipped 

with wireless transceivers (e.g. LTE-OBUs, IEEE 802.11p, Bluetooth, etc.) so that they 

can exchange data while travelling on constrained paths (i.e. roads). The exchange of data 

can either be Inter-Vehicle (IVC) which involves the communication between vehicles 

along the road, vehicle to roadside infrastructure (V2I) which involves the communication 

between vehicles and roadside infrastructures and Infrastructure to Infrastructure (I2I) 

which involves the communication between roadside units (Dixit et al., 2016).  

Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network and other types of ad-hoc network (e.g. MANET) have some 

similar characteristics such as short-range transmission, self-organizing network and low 

bandwidth. However, VANET has unique characteristics such as frequently disconnected 

network, rapid change of topology, dynamic network density and high speed of vehicles 

(Aparecido, 2015; Boucetta et al., 2019; Thakur et al., 2019). Therefore, protocols in ad-

hoc networks should be redesigned by considering the mobility and dynamism of vehicles. 

Currently, Automobile manufacturers make effort to automate many actions that 

previously need to be performed by a driver or to even completely remove the need of 

driver e.g.: self-driving cars (Pakusch et al., 2016). Vehicles are equipped with devices 

such as Global Positioning Service (GPS) receiver for navigation  and positioning, 

wireless transceiver (i.e. Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11p, UMTS etc.) for communication 
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between vehicles and between vehicles and roadside infrastructures, also vehicles are 

equipped with a different type of sensors (e.g. radar, lidar, etc.), as well as cameras. The 

aim is to help the driver in making decision and prevent wrong driver's behaviors. For 

Example, the radar can be used to detect the presence of traffic congestion and 

automatically reduce the congestion by slowing down the vehicle. 

In the future, Smart cars will be available in many countries (Toh et al., 2020), therefore, 

vehicular communication will present numerous applications. According to Tanuja (2015) 

these applications can be categorized into safety and non-safety applications. For example, 

to provide services such as accident warning, impact cautioning, weather condition 

warning, forward obstacle warning, highway and rail crush shirking. VANET could also 

provide non-safety applications services such as gamming, file sharing, internet access for 

passengers to enjoy the trip, audio and video streaming etc. However, these applications 

have special network requirements such as low transmission delay, low packet loss, high 

bandwidth requirements etc. 

Voice communication may provide many services for different VANET’s applications 

range from safety to comfort. For example, tele-emergency system can be used in VANET 

to provide immediate audio connection between vehicles. However, due to peculiar 

characteristics of VANETs such as frequently disconnected network, rapid change of 

network topology, dynamic network density and high speed of vehicles (Aparecido, 2015; 

Boucetta et al., 2019; Thakur et al., 2019), many challenges arise for supporting voice 

communication in VANET with requirements of better Quality of Service (QoS)  

especially regarding delay and losses. Voice CODECs play a significant part on 

influencing the performance of voice communication (Hassan et al., 2019). CODECs 

convert analog signal to digital bit streams and vice versa. 

Since the deployment of VANET is very expensive and complex to implement in real 

world, most of the researches in VANETs are conducted by simulations. Therefore, the 

movement behavior of vehicles for simulation must resemble the real behavior of vehicles 

in real environment. Mobility models are used to characterize the movements of vehicles 

in the VANET in terms of direction, location, acceleration and velocity over a period of 

time (Potnis et al., 2006). 
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Mobility models have been seen to affect the results of performance of VANET’s 

applications conducted by simulation, this is due to the fact that location of vehicle at any 

time affects the network connectivity. Mobility models must be realistic by considering 

the characteristics of the real world scenarios such as including the real geographical map 

that depicts road topology with intersection points, speed limits, stop signs and also 

include the behavior of drivers at intersection points (Nidhi, 2012). 

Mobility models are categorized into four classes: survey-based models, synthetic models, 

traffic simulators-based models and trace-based models  (Harri et al., 2007). Synthetic 

model uses mathematical models to reflect realistic physical effects, synthetic models can 

further be classified into five models namely stochastic model includes all models that 

consider vehicles are moving with random motions, traffic stream models consider the 

movement of vehicles as hydrodynamic phenomenon, queue models consider roads as a 

FIFO queue and cars as clients, car following models consider the behavior of driver 

according to the speed of vehicle ahead, behavioral model incorporate the behavior of 

human. Survey-based model extracts the mobility pattern from surveys. Trace-based 

model extract original mobility pattern from the movement traces of vehicle, these models 

are considered to be more realistic but obtaining vehicles traces is more challenging. 

This study evaluated the impact of voice CODECs in the situation where the movement 

behavior of vehicles considers traffic rules i.e. vehicles reduce speed and stop for random 

period of time at the road intersection or when reach traffic lights also this study 

considered the case where there is traffic congestion in the road network. To model this 

movement behavior of vehicles in VANET, Fluid Traffic Model (FTM) and Intersection 

Driver Model with Intersection Management (IDM-IM) mobility models were used. FTM 

models the movement of vehicles while considering the situation where there is traffic 

congestion (Marko Fiore et al., 2007). IDM-IM models the movement behavior of 

vehicles while considering the presence of intersections where vehicles could slow down 

the speed and stop according to traffic lights (Rahman, Morshed, et al., 2014). The 

movement behavior of vehicles modelled by FTM and IDM-IM mobility models lead to 

the grouping of larger number of vehicles at a particular location. This grouping behavior 

of vehicles has significant impact on the quality of communication in VANET, this is due 
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to the occurrence of excessive Media Access Control (MAC) transmission collision and 

Physical layer decoding failure (Wang et al., 2015). Therefore, the development of real-

time safety and non-safety applications for VANET needs understanding of the dynamics 

of the network topology features since these dynamics are the ones that determine both 

the feasibility of an application and performance of routing protocols in VANET. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Currently, Automobile manufacturers make vehicles that are equipped with devices such 

as GPS receiver, wireless transceiver for vehicle to vehicle communication, different type 

of sensors (e.g. radar, lidar, etc.), as well as cameras. Hence, in the future, Smart cars will 

be available in many countries (Toh et al., 2020) and vehicular voice communication will 

present numerous applications ranging from safety to no-safety applications. Hence, 

Voice communication may provide many services for different VANET’s applications 

range from safety to comfort. For example, tele-emergency system can be used in VANET 

to provide immediate audio connection between vehicles. 

However, due to peculiar characteristics of VANETs such as frequently disconnected 

network, rapid change of network topology, dynamic network density and high speed of 

vehicles (Aparecido, 2015; Boucetta et al., 2019; Thakur et al., 2019), many challenges 

arise for supporting voice communication in VANET with requirements of  better Quality 

of Service (QoS)  especially regarding delay and losses. Voice CODECs play a significant 

part on influencing the performance of voice communication (Hassan et al., 2019). 

Numerous studies have been conducted to investigate the performance of voice CODECs 

in MANET (Agrawal et al., 2014; S. El Brak et al., 2013; Haibeh et al., 2017; Islam et al., 

2010; Sharma et al., 2015). The results from these studies are not applicable in VANETs 

since VANET has unique characteristics such as high speed and rapid topology change.  

Moreover, several studies have investigated the performance of various voice CODECs 

in VANET. El Brak (2012) evaluated the performance of several voice CODECs in urban 

VANET scenario. The authors conducted the study based on car following model and lane 

changing model. These models do not consider the case where there are intersections. 

Also, these models do not consider the scenarios of presence of traffic congestion. Hence, 
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there is a need to conduct a research that will incorporate models that consider the presence 

of intersection and traffic congestion. 

Therefore, this study investigated the performance of voice CODECs in VANET under 

two mobility models namely FTM and IDM-IM. FTM defines scenarios where there is 

traffic congestion (Marko Fiore et al., 2007) while IDM-IM defines the situation where 

there is intersection and cars tend to slow down and stop at the crossroads, or behave 

according to traffic lights (Rahman, Morshed, et al., 2014). 

1.3 Objectives 

1.3.1 Main Objective 

To investigate the impact of FTM and IDM-IM mobility models on the performance of 

voice CODECs in VANET. 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

I. To gather requirements that will be used to investigate the performance of voice 

CODECs in VANET. 

II. To examine the performance of voice CODECs in VANET under FTM and IDM-

IM mobility models using different QoS metrics. 

 

1.1 Research Questions 

I. What are the requirements needed in this study to evaluate the performance of 

voice CODECs in VANET? 

II. What is the impact of FTM and IDM-IM mobility models on the performance of 

voice CODECs in VANET? 
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1.4 Significance of the Study 

This study contributes to knowledge, practice and society at large. With regard to 

knowledge, this study has tested how VANET environment can impact the human 

perceived quality of voice under the situation where vehicles behave according to traffic 

rules when reaches road intersection or traffic lights and with presence of traffic 

congestion. 

As for practice, manufacturers of self-driving cars will use results of this work to plan and 

design VANET by making an appropriate choice of Voice CODECs for a particular 

environment. Also, helps in the development of adaptive network devices that uses 

different voice CODECs according to different movement behaviors of vehicles in 

VANET environment. 

For the society, it provides an opportunity for employees to work while on the road as the 

quality of VANET’s applications that require voice communication (e.g. audio and video 

conferencing) will be improved by making an appropriate choice of voice CODEC for a 

particular movement pattern of vehicles. 

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 

This dissertation work is organized into five chapters whereby chapter one gives 

introduction of this study, chapter two spotlights literature review which includes review 

of different literature works relevant to this study, chapter three is about the research 

methodology used to investigate the performance of voice CODECs in VANET under 

FTM and IDM-IM mobility models and simulation, in chapter four the extensive 

discussion of this study results is conducted and clarified by the guides of graphs and 

finally in chapter five conclusion and recommendations for future work was discussed. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter has critically analyzed the main themes of this study. It starts by explaining in 

details VANET, communication types in VANET and its architecture. It has provided detailed 

information on Mobility models, voice CODECs, performance metrics and finalized by 

looking into other works that are related to this study and research gap. 

2.2 VANET 

VANET is one of the developing areas in wireless communication which falls in 

MANETs. Vehicles in VANET are equipped with wireless transceivers  (e.g., LTE-OBUs, 

IEEE 802.11p, Bluetooth, etc.) so that they can exchange data while travelling on 

constrained paths (i.e. roads) for the purpose of improving road safety, increasing 

efficiency of using roads and as well as providing comfort to road users (Tanuja et al., 

2015). 

VANET and other types of ad-hoc network (e.g. MANET) have some similar 

characteristics such as short-range transmission, self-organizing network and low 

bandwidth. However, VANET has unique characteristics such as frequently disconnected 

network, rapid change of topology, dynamic network density and high speed of vehicles  

(Aparecido, 2015; Boucetta et al., 2019; Thakur et al., 2019). Therefore, protocols in ad-

hoc networks should be redesigned by considering the mobility and flexibility of vehicles. 

2.3 Communication Types in VANET 

There are three modes of communication in VANETs: IVC, I2I and V2I (Kaur et al., 

2004). V2V communication nodes exchange data with each other within the range though 

a wireless medium operating at 5.9GHz using wireless protocol standard IEEE 802.11p 

which is a based on 802.11e with some enhancements for VANET, Vehicle-to-

Infrastructure communication the nodes exchange data with a fixed infrastructure on the 

roadside, Infrastructure-to-Infrastructure communication the roadside units exchange data 

with each other (Tanuja et al., 2015). 
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2.4 VANET Architecture 

The main architectural components of VANETs are On-board units (OBUs), Application 

units (APs) and Roadside units (RSUs). OBU is used to provide short range wireless 

communication between other OBUs or with RSU by using IEEE 802.11p wireless 

standard for VANET. RSU is a device that is placed at a fixed location along the roadside 

which can exchange information with OBUs using IEEE 802.11p standard, connect to the 

Internet or exchange information with other RSUs using other wireless standards such as 

IEEE 802.11a, LTE etc. AP is a device that provides access to the VANET applications 

such as safety applications. This device can be a dedicated device for a specific application 

or may reside with OBU as a single unit (Al-Sultan et al., 2014). Figure 2.1 depicts the 

architecture of VANET whereby arrows show communication between vehicles, 

communication between vehicles, communication between roadside units as well as 

communication between roadside units and internet. 

 

Figure 2.1: Simple VANET architecture  (Said El Brak et al., 2012). 

2.5 Mobility Models 

Mobility models are used to characterize the movements of vehicles in the wireless 

network in terms of direction, location, acceleration and velocity over a period of time 

(Potnis et al., 2006). Since it is very expensive to deploy VANET in real world, most of 
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the researches in VANETs are conducted by simulations. Mobility models are used to 

model the movement behavior of vehicles during simulation. However, modeling of 

vehicle mobility is a challenge.  Mobility models must be realistic, i.e. should consider 

the characteristics of the real world scenarios such as including the real geographical map 

that depicts road topology with intersection points, speed limits and also includes the 

behavior of drivers at intersection points (Nidhi, 2012). 

Mobility models are categorized into four classes: synthetic models, survey-based models 

,traffic simulators-based models, and trace-based models  (Harri et al., 2007). Synthetic 

model uses mathematical models to reflect realistic physical effects, synthetic models can 

further be classified into five models namely stochastic model includes all models that 

consider the movement of vehicles to be random, traffic stream models consider the 

movement of vehicles as hydrodynamic phenomenon, queue models considers roads as a 

FIFO queue and cars as clients, car following models consider the speed of vehicle 

depends on the speed of vehicle ahead, behavioral model incorporate the behavior of 

human. Survey-based model extracts mobility pattern from surveys. Traced-based model 

extract original mobility pattern from the movement traces of vehicle, these models are 

considered to be more realistic but obtaining vehicles traces is more challenging. 

This study considered synthetic models to generate mobility patterns that are close to 

realistic movement pattern of vehicles. 

2.6 VANET Performance Metrics and Voice CODECs 

Different researches have been conducted regarding the performance of different Voice 

CODECs in VANET. Different QoS metrics have been used to examine the performance 

of voice CODECs.  Haibeh et al. (2017) investigated the performance of three voice 

codecs (G.711, G.723.1 and G.729) over MANET in indoor environment. Four metrics 

were used to investigate the performance voice codecs. These include: Mean opinion 

Score (MOS), Jitter, Delay and Packet loss. 

Gurung et al. (2013) tested the behavior of  G.711, G.726, G.729 CODECs. Five metrics 

were used in this study, which includes: End-to-End delay, Average jitter, Mean Opinion 

Score, Average and Throughput. El Brak et al. (2012) investigated the performance of 
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G.711, G.723.1, G.726A and GSM.EFR voice CODECs. Authors used three metrics to 

assess the performance of voice CODECs. These includes: Delay, Packet loss and Mean 

Opinion Score. Atul et al. (2015) conducted the study to evaluate the performance of 

routing protocols (AODV, OLSR and TORA) under three voice codecs (G.711, G.722 

and GSM). This study considered four QoS metrics, which includes: Delay, Throughput, 

Network load, and Retransmission. Lina et al. (2017) investigated the performance of 

voice communication in MANET, G.711, G.723.1 and G.729 were used as voice 

CODECs.  

The selection of QoS metrics should consider different factors. For Voice Communication 

ITU-T recommends MOS to be used as a call metric to measure the perceived quality of 

voice communication. MOS is measured in a numeric scale ranging from 1 to 5. The value 

of 1 implies poor voice quality and value of 5 implies high voice quality (International 

Telecommunication Union, 1996). But using MOS alone to assess the quality of voice 

communication is not enough as it ignores other important aspects such as application 

responsiveness and degree of interactivity. RFC 2501 (1999)  exposes quantitative 

performance metrics appropriate for use in evaluating the performance of  different 

applications and routing protocols in VANET. Therefore, three more voice CODECs were 

identified for use in this study namely average jitter, average end-to-end delay, and packet 

delivery ratio. Based on the ITU recommendation G.114 (International 

Telecommunication Union - ITU, 2003) the average end-to-end delay in voice application  

should be in the range of 150ms and 400ms. The delay that exceeds 400ms will lead to 

the very poor voice quality and not acceptable. Also, the packet loss in voice application 

is recommended to not to exceed 10%, The packet loss above 10% could poorly affect the 

quality of voice. The acceptable average jitter for voice communication is 30ms.  

In this study, MOS, average jitter, average end-to-end delay and Packet delivery ratio were 

used as QoS metrics and most common used voice CODECs:  GSM.AMR, GSM.EFR, 

G.711, G.723.1, and G.729A were investigated under FTM and IDM-IM mobility models. 
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2.7 Related Work 

Haibeh et al. (2017) investigated the performance of voice codecs over MANET in indoor 

environment. The voice quality was investigated based on four QoS metrics (mean 

opinion score (MOS), jitter, delay, and packet loss). The G.711 codec showed to provide 

better performance. The result from this study is not applicable in VANET since VANET 

has unique features such as high speed of vehicle and rapid topology change. 

Gurung et al. (2013) tested the behavior of various CODECs and analyzed the impact of 

varying the traffic condition: City Sparse and City Dense Network Scenarios & highway 

Sparse and highway Dense Network Scenarios on the performance of QoS of VoIP. This 

study was based on lane changing and car following mobility models. QualNet6.1 

simulator was used under five QoS metrics namely average end-to-end delay, average 

jitter, MOS and average throughput. From the simulation results, authors showed that 

G.711 has the best performance in sparse condition of both city and highway scenarios 

and G.726 presents high throughput for dense condition of both city and highway 

scenarios. 

El Brak et al. (2012) investigated the performance of various voice CODECs by means of 

simulation focusing on unicast communication between vehicles. Authors used the car 

following and lane changing mobility models. Two scenarios were considered: first 

scenario, authors considered a large area with high node density while second scenario 

authors considered a small area with low node density. The road topology was generated 

from real city map. The interesting result showed that voice CODEC G.723.1 performed 

better in the urban VANET environment. 

Atul et al. (2015) conducted the study to evaluated the performance of routing protocols 

(AODV, OLSR and TORA) under three voice codecs (G.711, G.722 and GSM). This 

study considered delay, throughput, network load by GSM traffic and retransmission as 

QoS metrics. OPNET 14.5 simulator was used as a simulation tool and result from this 

tool showed that, AODV reactive routing protocol outperforms other routing protocols in 

terms of delay under all voice codecs. Therefore, AODV performs better for delay 

sensitive application in MANET. 
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Lina et al. (2017) investigated the performance of voice communication in MANET, 

G.711, G.723.1 and G.729 were used as voice CODECs. The quality of voice was 

evaluated using four QoS metrics namely jitter, Mean Opinion Score (MOS), packet loss 

and delay. The experimental result from this study shows that, G.711 performs better than 

other voice codecs. 

Rahman et al. (2014) investigated the impact of the IDM-LC and IDM_IM mobility model 

on AOMDV, AODV, DSDV and OLSR routing protocol, Nakagami propagation model 

and IEEE 802.11p MAC protocol were used in a urban scenario of Dhaka city by 

transmitting constant bit rate (CBR) traffic in case of collision avoidance or emergency. 

The performance was evaluated based on the following QoS metrics namely delay, packet 

drop rate, jitter, route cost and mean-hop. 

2.8 Research Gap 

Numerous studies have been conducted to investigate the performance of voice CODECs 

in MANET. The results from these studies are not applicable in VANETs since VANET 

has unique characteristics such as high speed and rapid topology change. Moreover, 

several studies have investigated the performance of various voice CODECs in VANET. 

The conducted studies were based on car following model and lane changing model. These 

models do not consider the case in which there is intersections. Also, these models do not 

consider the scenarios of presence of traffic congestion. Hence, there is a need to conduct 

a research that will incorporate models that consider the presence of intersection and 

traffic congestion. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides detailed information of overall methodology that was used to 

conduct this research. The chapter contains seven sections. Section 3.1 provides general 

introduction of the whole chapter. Section 3.2 highlights the details of environment under 

which the experiment was conducted. Section 3.3 explains the quantitative nature of the 

research design. Section 3.4 explains the approaches used in identification of performance 

metrics and voice CODECs used in this study. It provides details on the tools which were 

used during simulation and give details about experiment setup. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 

specify the data collection tools and data analysis tools respectively. Section 3.7 provides 

reliability and validity consideration of this study. Section 3.8 explains core ethical issues 

that were considered in conducting this study. 

3.2 Study Settings 

The study was conducted in CIVE Computer laboratory located at The University of 

Dodoma, College of Informatics and Virtual Education (CIVE). HP Pavilion 17 Notebook 

Computer was used with Intel(R) Core (TM) i3-3130M CPU@2.60 CPU (4CPUs), x64 

based processor, BIOS type F.22 and 8.00GB of installed memory (RAM) loaded with 

Ubuntu 18.04 LTS Operating system (OS). 

3.3 Research Approach 

This research was based on quantitative approach as it involved the construction of 

VANET environment on the computer within which numerical information and data about 

QoS metrics can be generated which helped to evaluate the performance of voice 

CODECs under FTM and IDM-IM mobility models. 

3.4 Research Strategy 

The main objective of this research was to investigate the impact of FTM and IDM-IM 

mobility models on the performance of voice CODECs in VANET. This was 

accomplished by firstly identifying appropriate QoS metrics and voice CODECs that 
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could be used to evaluate the performance of voice CODECs in VANET, then setup 

simulation environment and finally determined the performance of voice CODECs based 

on identified QoS metrics under two mobility models. 

3.4.1 Voice CODECs 

Voice CODECs are used to convert voice signal from analog form to digital form and 

perform compression of the digitized voice signal (Said El Brak et al., 2012). Various 

voice CODECs have been developed and standardized by International 

Telecommunications Union (ITU-T). Through literature review five voice CODECs were 

identified. Scientific papers and technical journals were reviewed. Chapter two section 2.6 

describes the reasons behind the selection of voice CODECs.  

Table 3.1 Voice CODECs Descriptions  (Said El Brak et al., 2012)

 codec Bit rate 

(kbps) 

Sample size 

(bytes) 

Packet per 

seconds 

Payload size 

(bytes) 

G.711 64 80 50 160 

G.723.1 63 24 34 20 

G.729A 32 20 34 20 

GSM.AMR 13.2 20 50 33 

GSM.EFR 12.2 80 20 33 

 

3.4.2 Evaluation Metrics 

The identification of QoS metrics was conducted through document review. Documents 

related to this study including scientific papers and technical journals were reviewed. 

Chapter two section 2.6 provides detailed information about the literature reviewed 

regarding the selection of appropriate QoS metrics. Through literature review, four QoS 

metrics below were identified. The identification of QoS metrics were based on the 

recommendation from ITU-T. 

MOS is a performance metric used to measure the perceived voice quality. MOS is 

measured in a numeric scale ranging from 1 to 5. The value of 1 implies poor voice quality 
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and value of 5 indicated high voice quality (International Telecommunication Union, 

1996). The Equation 1 is used to calculate the MOS.  

  𝑹 =  𝑹𝑶 −  𝑰𝒔  −  𝑰𝒅 −  𝑰𝒆  +  𝑨 (1) 

Where: 

R, Voice quality ranging from 0 to 100 

RO, Noise ratio, 

𝐼𝑠, Simultaneous impairments factor, 

𝐼𝑒, Equipment impairments factor 

𝐼𝑑, Mouth to air delay, 

𝐴, Advantage of access 

 

Average End to End delay is defined as the average time taken for packets to move from 

the source to the destination through the IP network. The value of average delay up to 

150ms is acceptable in voice communication. Any value higher that could lead to the poor 

quality of voice. The Equation 2 is used to calculate the average end to end delay (Rohoden 

et al., 2012). 

 
𝐀𝐯𝐠𝐃𝐞𝐥𝐚𝐲 =

𝟏
𝒏

∑(𝑻𝒓𝒊 − 𝑻𝒔𝒊) ∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎  (𝒎𝒔)
𝒏

𝒊=𝟎

 (2) 

Where: 

n, Number of successfully delivered packets 

𝒊, Packet identifier 

Tri, Receiving time 

Trs, Send start time 
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Average jitter is defined as the average fluctuation in delay as the packets are being 

transferred from the source to destination through the network. For voice communication 

jitter must be kept below 30ms, above 30ms may cause noticeable impact on the quality 

of voice (Islam et al., 2010). The Equation 3 is used to calculate jitter for each node and 

Equation 4 is for calculating the average jitter. 

 𝑫𝒊 = (𝑻𝒓𝒊 − 𝑻𝒔𝒊 ) − (𝑻𝒓𝒊−𝟏 − 𝑻𝒔𝒊−𝟏) (3) 

 

 
𝑨𝒗𝒈𝑱𝒊𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓 =

𝟏
𝒏

∑ 𝐃𝒊  (𝒎𝒔)
𝒏

𝒊=𝟎

 (4) 

Where: 

𝑫𝒊, Jitter 

n, Number of successfully delivered packets 

𝒊, Packet identifier 

Tri, Receiving time 

Trs, Send start time 

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is defined as the relation of total number of packets 

generated by sources and the total number of packets delivered to destination. The PDR 

in voice application is recommended to be above 90%, The PDR below 90% could poorly 

affect the quality of voice (International Telecommunication Union, 1996). The equation 

5 is used to calculate PDR. 

 𝐏𝐃𝐑 =
𝑷𝒓
𝑷𝒔

𝑿𝟏𝟎𝟎 % (5) 

Where:  

PDR, Packet Delivery Ratio 

Pr, Receive Voice Packets 

Ps, Sent Voice Packets 
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3.4.3 The Simulation Set-up 

This research was conducted through laboratory experiment. The simulation of VANETs 

required two different simulation software: vehicular traffic simulator, which was used to 

generate the accurate mobility pattern for vehicles in VANETs, and a network simulator, 

which was used to simulate the communication behavior of vehicles. VanetMobiSim and 

NS2 were used with ns2voip++ module for generating voice traffic in VANET. 

VanetMobiSim is an extension to CanuMobiSim, a framework for user mobility modeling 

used by the CANU (Communication in Ad Hoc Networks for Ubiquitous Computing) 

Research Group, University of Stuttgart. This traffic simulator can be used to manually 

create the road topology or import the real map format of different cities and towns in the 

world (Marco Fiore et al., 2006). VanetMobiSim was chosen in this research over other 

vehicular mobility simulators such as SUMO, FreeSim and CityMob due to its popularity, 

ease of setup, includes number of mobility models such as FTM and IDM-IM mobility 

models and ease of use, capability to define number of lanes, traffic lights, junctions, 

compatible with NS2 (Martinez et al., 2011). 

NS2 is a discrete-event network simulator which can be used to simulate different 

protocols or application in wired, wireless network and also in ad-hoc network (ns-3, n.d.). 

NS2 was chosen because it is free and publicly available for use with many existing 

VANET protocols implemented for it. NS2 requires a trace file as input which consists of 

location information of each node at every point in time. This file which contains location 

information of each node in a network was generated by using VanetMobiSim. The Figure 

3.1 represents the main simulation overview, beginning from traffic simulation to network 

simulation and results analysis. 
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Figure 3.1 Simulation overview (Researcher,2020). 

3.4.4 Traffic simulation 

VanetMobiSim traffic generator was used to generate the mobility traces of vehicles based 

on FTM and IDM-IM mobility models. To increase the level of realism, the road network 

data were generated from OpenStreetMap where Ubungo district (-6.7936233, 39.2096611) 

in Dar es salaam city as presented in figure 3.2 was downloaded and used.  Vehicles were 

set to move at a maximum speed of 90km/h and minimum speed of 20km/h for 3600 

seconds, the simulation area of 1000m*1000m was considered. Table 3.2 summarizes 

important parameters used in traffic simulations. 

output.nam 

Traces 

Maps and movement patterns 

TCL- script (NS-2) Voice traffic 

generator 

(ns2voip++) 

output.tr 

Awk 

https://www.openstreetmap.org/#map=18/-6.7936233/39.2096611
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Table 3.2 Traffic simulation parameters 

Parameter Value 

Simulation time 60 s 

Simulation Area 1000m * 1000m 

Number of vehicles 100 

Minimum vehicle speed 30km/h 

Maximum vehicle speed 90km/h 

Mobility models IDM-IM, FTM 

Source: Researcher, 2020 

After running the simulation VanetMobiSim output file which shows the position and 

speed of each vehicles was generated. This file was used as mobility pattern source file 

on ns-2 simulator.  

 

Figure 3.2 Dar es salaam area used in this study (OpenStreetMap,2020). 

3.4.5 Network Simulation 

Ns-2 network simulator was used to simulate the wireless communication between 

vehicles in VANET.  IEEE 802.11p MAC/PHY protocol designed for VANET was used, 

configuration of IEEE 802.11p standard was completed by introducing two new native 
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modules: Mac802_1Ext and WirelessPhyExt that have been developed by chen (2007). 

These extensions are based on Mac802 _l l and WirelessPhy. 

Propagation signal modeling is an essential part on wireless simulation process.  

According to Pranav (2012), Nakagami radio propagation model is well suited model to 

analyse the performance of VANET as it allows the modeling of real scenario in contrast 

to TwoRayGround which does not model fading scenario of obstacles. As a result, ns-2 

network simulator was configured to use Nakagami radio propagation model. 

Forwarding of packets within VANET is a big challenge due to its peculiar characteristics 

such as frequent disconnection, rapid topology change and high speed of vehicles. 

Therefore, various performance parameter such as delay, jitter and packet delivery ratio 

should be taken into account while selecting an appropriate routing protocol used in 

simulation for this study. According to Eduardo (2017), Optimized Link State Routing 

(OLSR) is said to be more optimized for Non-Delay Network as it uses only periodic 

updates to disseminate link state. Thus, it reduces the network overhead. Therefore, ns-2 

network simulator was configured to use OLSR routing protocol. Finally, voice traffic 

was generated by using ns-2 module (ns2voip++) where by 50 voice traffic sources were 

configured to draw the duration of silence periods and the talk-spurt from Weibull 

distribution. Additionally, we have experimented changing the voice CODECs: G.723.l, 

GSM.AMR ,G.711, G.729A and GSM.EFR. Table 3.1 summarizes important parameters 

used in traffic simulations. 
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Table 3.3 Network simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Simulation Area 22000m X 9400 m 

MAC/PHY layer IEEE 802.11p 

Propagation model Nakagami 

Transmission range 100m 

Antenna model Omnidirectional 6dBi / 5dBi 

Transmission power 20dBm /30dBm (EIRP) 

Sensitivity -85dBm/-90dBm 

Transmission rate 11Mbps 

Number of nodes 100 

Number of connections 50 

Routing protocols OLSR 

Transport protocols UDP 

Voice traffic generator ns2voip++ 

Packet size 512bytes 

Simulation time 60s 

Mobility models IDM-IM, FTM 

Source: Researcher, 2020 

3.5 Data collection 

In this study, the performance of G.711, G723.1, G.729A, GSM.AMR and GSM.EFR 

voice CODECs under IDM-IM and FTM mobility models was observed through 

generated traces file from NS-2 which shows information about the data sent or received 

by each node at every instant of time. Figure 3.3 shows example of NS-2 trace file 

contents. 
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Figure 3.3 Sample of NS-2 trace file contents (Reseaecher,2020)  

 

Each trace line in a trace file consists of fields which are separated by space, these fields 

describe the type of events occurred on each node, the time the event has occurred, the 

unique ID of the node on which the event has occurred, packet type, packet size,  source 

address, destination address and flags. Table 3.4 presents the format of string line in a 

trace file. 

Table 3.4 Trace line format 

event  time from 

node 

to  

node 

pkt 

type 

flags fid src 

addr 

dest 

addr 

seq  

num 

pkt 

id 

Source: Researcher,2020  

3.6 Data Analysis 

Analysis of the collected data and interpretations of data is a crucial part of this research 

study for presentation of the finding. The study was based on descriptive analysis of data. 

Descriptive analysis provides summaries of data collected using simple graphics. In the 

research data were analyzed and plotted using Microsoft Excel 2016.  

Different graphs were drawn using Microsoft Excel 2016. The graphs were drawn to 

analyze the impact of IDM-IM and FTM mobility models on the performance of voice 

CODECs in VANET. 
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3.7 Reliability and Validity  

3.7.1 Introduction 

Reliability and validity are the important consideration of this work to ensure the goals 

and objectives of this research are achieved. Below is the brief explanation of these two 

concepts in connection to this work: - 

3.7.2 Reliability 

To ensure reliability, simulation was repeated twice for every specified mobility model. 

The results had been checked for correlation. The aim was to ensure that the same results 

will be obtained using the same simulation environment under the same circumstances. 

3.7.3 Validity 

To ensure that the method and measurement technique records what was intended, 

networking protocols and applications used during simulation was the same as those used 

in real word environment. The appropriate setting of communication parameters of nodes 

has been properly followed. 

 

3.8 Ethical Consideration 

When focusing on this research, ethical issues is a core aspect of this work. A good 

research should consider the five basic attributes of ethics: minimizing risk, obtained 

informed consent, protecting anonymity and confidentiality, honesty/integrity and 

providing the right to withdraw (Smith, 2003). 

The study used simulation environment at CIVE computer laboratory and therefore, the 

researcher has sought ethical clearance and research permit from the office of Research, 

Publications and Consultancy and the office of Vice Chancellor respectively. In this study, 

data collection was done by means of computer simulation. Hence, the researcher 

observed integrity of data generated by sharing all the research tools that was used so that 

other research practitioners in the same field could repeat the same research using the 

same tools and reproduce the same results.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides reasons behind the selection of QoS metrics and voice CODECs, 

the performance results of five voice CODECs: G.711, G.723.1, G.729A, GSM.AMR and 

GSM.EFR using four identified performance metrics: MOS, average jitter, average end to 

end delay and packet delivery ratio under FTM and IDM-IM mobility models is presented. 

The results of the identified performance metrics are presented in tables and Microsoft 

excel is used to obtain statistical graphs. 

4.2 Gathering requirements 

The first objective of this study was to gather requirements that was used to evaluate the 

performance of voice CODECs in VANETs, this objective was accomplished by firstly 

identified appropriate QoS metrics and lastly identified appropriate voice CODECs, the 

identification of QoS metrics and voice CODECs was conducted through document 

review. 

4.2.1 Identification of QoS Metrics 

The first task to accomplish the first objective of this study was to identify the QoS metrics 

appropriate for use in investigating the impact of IDM-IM and FTM mobility models on 

the performance of voice CODECs in VANET. The first approach for selecting QoS 

metrics was to review scientific papers and technical journals. Section 2.6 discusses the 

criteria for selection of quantitative metrics in evaluating the performance of voice 

communication in VANET. This study used four (4) metrics to investigate the impact of 

IDM-IM and FTM mobility models on the performance of voice CODECs, i.e. MOS, 

average end to end delay, average jitter and packet delivery ratio. 

4.2.2 Identification of Voice CODECs 

The second task to accomplish the first objective of this study was to identify voice 

CODECs to be evaluated under IDM-IM and FTM mobility models in VANET. Voice 

CODECs are used to convert voice signal from analog form to digital form and perform 
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compression of the digitized voice signal (Said El Brak et al., 2012). Various voice 

CODECs have been developed and standardized by International Telecommunications 

Union (ITU-T). These CODECs differ from each other by the amount of bit stream they 

produce to the network per second.  We reviewed some scientific papers and technical 

journals (Section 2.6) to identify the most common used CODECs for voice 

communication. Five voice CODECs were identified: G.711, G.723.1, G.729A, 

GSM.AMR and GSM.EFR.  

4.3 Examining the Performance of Voice CODECs 

The second objective of this study was to examine the performance of voice CODECs 

based on the FTM and IDM-IM mobility models with QoS metrics identified in section 

4.2.1. The performance was evaluated for each voice CODEC under FTM and IDM-IM 

mobility models in terms of each QoS metrics based on the data collected in Table 4.1 and 

Table 4.2. 

Table 4.1 Comparison of Average End to End Delay, Average Jitter, Throughput and 

Packet Delivery Ratio under IDM-IM Mobility Model 

Voice CODEC 

Name 

Average End 

to End Delay 

(ms) 

Average 

Jitter 

(ms) 

Packet 

Delivery 

Ratio 

Mean 

Opinion 

Score 

G.711 1971.51 2.19 97.14 2.1 

G.723.1 269.551 5.43 99.75 2.5 

G.729A 157.967 3.93 99.87 2.93 

GSM.AMR 422.946 4.12 99.63 1.13 

GSM.EFR 1029.69 4.05 98.8 0.57 

Source: Simulation results 
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Table 4.2 Comparison of Average End to End Delay, Average Jitter, Throughput and 

Packet Delivery Ratio under FTM Mobility Model 

Voice CODEC 

Name 

Average End 

to End Delay 

(ms) 

Average 

Jitter 

(ms) 

Packet 

Delivery 

Ratio 

Mean 

Opinion 

Score 

G.711 10523 2.50 79.59 1.22 

G.723.1 9970.16 7.44 81.62 0.76 

G.729A 7529 4.60 83.10 0.16 

GSM.AMR 10795.9 5.05 66.00 0.45 

GSM.EFR 9966.59 5.18 80.71 0.32 

Source: Simulation results 

4.3.1 End to End Delay 

Figure 4.1 presents the performance of G.711, G.723.1, G.729A, GSM.AMR and 

GSM.EFR voice CODECs regarding average end to end delay over two mobility models 

i.e., IDM-IM and FTM mobility models. 

We observed that, for both IDM-IM and FTM mobility models, G.729A attained lower 

average end to end delay. This is due to the fact that, the packet size of G.729A is much 

smaller (Table 5.1), hence the smaller the packet size the less time taken to process the 

packet. G.711 attained higher delay than other voice CODECs, this is due to its larger  size 

of packets it produces (Table 3.1) Accordingly, we can say that G.729A is the best voice 

CODEC in terms of end to end delay and IDM-IM mobility models is the best mobility 

model, since it gives lower average end to end delays for all five voice CODECs. 
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Figure 4.1 Average End to End Delay under IDM-IM and FTM Mobility model 

 

4.3.2 Packet Delivery Ratio 

Figure 4.2 shows the performance of G.711, G.723.1, G.729A, GSM.AMR and GSM.EFR 

voice CODECs regarding packet delivery ratio over two mobility models i.e., IDM-IM 

and FTM mobility models. 

It has been observed that, for both IDM-IM and FTM mobility models, all voice CODECs 

attained higher packet delivery ratio. This is due to the larger buffer size of nodes (i.e. 

Each node has queue size of 50 packets). Therefore, even when nodes produce larger 

number of packets per second, the network can be able to handle it without degrading the 

quality of voice. These results suggest that, any of the five voice CODECs gives better 

performance in terms of packet delivery ratio and IDM-IM mobility models outperforms 

FTM mobility model, hence, IDM-IM is the best mobility model in terms of packet 

delivery ratio, since it gives higher packet delivery ratio for all five voice CODECs. 
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Figure 4.2 Packet Delivery Ratio under IDM-IM and FTM Mobility Models 

 

4.3.3 Average Jitter 

In Figure 4.3 the voice CODECs G.711, G.723.1, G.729A, GSM.AMR and GSM.EFR 

voice CODECs have been analyzed over two mobility models i.e., IDM-IM and FTM 

mobility models with the average jitter as performance metrics. 

It has been observed that, for both IDM-IM and FTM mobility models, G.711 voice 

CODEC attained lower average jitter. Based on ns-2 simulation trace results; Packets 

traverse several numbers of nodes and reach the destination with different arrival rates and 

many packets from G.711 codec arrives at the destination with identical rates. These 

results suggest that, G.711 voice CODEC gives better performance in terms of average 

jitter and IDM-IM mobility models outperforms FTM mobility model, hence, IDM-IM is 

the best mobility model in terms of average jitter. 
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Figure 4.3 Average Jitter under IDM-IM and FTM Mobility Models 

 

4.3.4 Mean Opinion Score  

Figure 4.4 depicts the performance of G.711, G.723.1, G.729A, GSM.AMR and 

GSM.EFR voice CODECs regarding MOS over two mobility models i.e., IDM-IM and 

FTM mobility models.  

It has been observed that, for both IDM-IM and FTM mobility models, the best MOS 

value is 2.93 for G.729A which is acceptable. MOS value is affected due to fact that MOS 

depends on the delay and packet loss, the delay was higher while packet loss was smaller, 

in general this value is not satisfied with the voice quality. These results suggest that, 

G.729A is the best voice CODECs in terms of MOS and IDM-IM mobility models is the 

best mobility model, since it gives higher MOS value for all five voice CODECs. 
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Figure 4.4 Mean Opinion Score under IDM-IM and FTM Mobility Models 

4.4 Comparison with Other Studies 

As already discussed in literature review (Section 2.7). Several studies were conducted in 

past few years to investigate the performance of voice CODECs in VANET. These studies 

act as a benchmark to test the validity of our results. 

In El Brak (2012) study, G723.1 voice CODEC showed to have better performance in 

terms of delay relatively to other voice CODECs under car following and lane changing 

mobility models, but in our study, G729A outperformed other voice CODECs in terms of 

delay under both FTM and IDM-IM mobility models. With regard to PDR metric, all 

voice CODECs investigated by El Brak (2012) provided acceptable packet delivery ratio 

but less than PDR results depicted in this study where by all voice CODECs gave PDR 

which exceeds 90%. For the case of MOS, G729A gives better MOS under IDM-IM 

mobility models unlikely in other studies (Said El Brak et al., 2013, 2012) where G723.1 

provided better MOS value under lane changing and car following mobility models.  

Finally, according to results obtained from this study and other studies, G79A, G723.1 are 

the best voice CODES to be used for delay sensitive applications such as voice 

communication under realistic mobility models in VANET. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapter one through four have described the process taken to accomplish this study. The 

aim of this chapter is to give a brief conclusion based on the results on chapter 4, 

limitations of the study and finally recommend the grey areas of the study which will be 

considered as the future work. 

5.2 Conclusion 

Conducting VANET research in real world is very expensive, hence many researches in 

VANET are conducted through simulation. Modelling the movements of vehicles is still 

a big challenge and many mobility models have been developed, these models differ from 

each other in terms of degree of realism. So, it is essential to evaluate the performance of 

voice CODECs on different mobility models to see the impact of these models on the 

performance of different voice CODECs in VANET. 

This study investigated the impact of IDM-IM and FTM mobility models on the 

performance of G.711, G.723.1, G.729A, GSM.AMR and GSM.EFR voice CODECS. 

Four performance metrics were used: Mean Opinion Score, average jitter, average delay 

and packet delivery ratio. The simulation results show that. In terms of average delay, 

G.729A provides better voice quality under IDM-IM mobility model as it does not exceed 

the acceptable value of 150ms. For the case of average jitter, all voice CODECs perform 

better for both IDM-IM and FTM mobility models since they do not exceed the acceptable 

average jitter of 30ms for voice communication. With regards to PDR, all voice CODECs 

have better performance for both FTM and IDM-IM mobility models. 

5.3 Limitations of the Study 

This study was limited to vehicle to vehicle communication, only vehicles along the road 

were able to communicate with each other and voice communication between vehicles 

and roadside infrastructure were not considered. 
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5.4 Recommendation for Further Research 

From the experiment results and analysis, we have seen the impact of the FTM and IDM-

IM mobility models on the performance of voice CODECs in VANET.  

The study’s future work, is to conduct a research that will test how VANET environment 

can influence the human perceived quality of voice under the situation where number of 

vehicles is varying and behave according to traffic rules when reaches road intersection 

or traffic lights and with presence of traffic congestion. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: XML File Configuration for VanetMobiSim 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?> 

<universe> 

<dimx>1000.0</dimx> 

<dimy>1000.0</dimy> 

<seed>1</seed> 

<extension 

class="de.uni_stuttgart.informatik.canu.mobisim.simulations.TimeSimulation" 

param="3600.0"/> 

<extension class="de.uni_stuttgart.informatik.canu.spatialmodel.core.SpatialModel" 

max_x="1000" max_y="1000" min_x="0" min_y="0" name="SpatialModel" 

traffic_light="TrafficLight"> 

<dump_boundary_points>false</dump_boundary_points> 

<separated_flow>false</separated_flow> 

<max_traffic_lights>500</max_traffic_lights> 

</extension> 

<extension class="eurecom.spatialmodel.extensions.TrafficLight" 

spatial_model="SpatialModel" step="100"/> 

<extension class="de.uka.informatik.osmreader.OSMReader" 

source="C:\Users\James\Downloads\VanetMobiSim_2_0_win32\VanetMobiSim 

2.0\map.osm"/> 

<extension 

class="de.uni_stuttgart.informatik.canu.tripmodel.generators.RandomTripGenerator" 

name="tripGen" 

path_algorithm="de.uni_stuttgart.informatik.canu.tripmodel.pathalgorithms.Dijkstra"> 
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<reflect_directions>false</reflect_directions> 

<minstay>2</minstay> 

<maxstay>6</maxstay> 

</extension> 

<extension 

class="de.uni_stuttgart.informatik.canu.tripmodel.generators.RandomInitialPositionGen

erator" name="initialPosGen"/> 

<extension class="de.uni_stuttgart.informatik.canu.mobisim.extensions.NSOutput" 

output="idm_im_scenario_ns2"/> 

<nodegroup id="1" n="100" type="car"> 

<extension class="polito.uomm.IDM_IM" initposgenerator="initialPosGen" 

tripgenerator="tripGen"> 

<ignoreBorders>true</ignoreBorders> 

<GLOSA>false</GLOSA> 

<minGlosaSpeed>5.55</minGlosaSpeed> 

<minGlosaDistance>5.0</minGlosaDistance> 

<visibility>200.0</visibility> 

<minspeed>10</minspeed> 

<maxspeed>20</maxspeed> 

<step>1</step> 

<l>5</l> 

<a>0.6</a> 

<b>0.9</b> 

<s0>1</s0> 
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<t>0.5</t> 

</extension> 

</nodegroup> 

<extension class="de.uni_stuttgart.informatik.canu.mobisimadd.extensions.GUI" 

spatial_model="SpatialModel"> 

<width>600</width> 

<height>600</height> 

<step>1</step> 

</extension> 

</universe> 
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Appendix B: Sample Code for NS-2 simulation  

  

source "/mnt/c/VANET/IEEE802-11p-2008-10-29.tcl"  ; #Set to your 802-11P.tcl 

path    

#######################################################################

####### 

#                       CONFIGURATION OF PARAMETERS  FOR VOICE APP           # 

#######################################################################

####### 

 

# 

# Simulation environment 

# 

 

set val(chan) Channel/WirelessChannel       ;# run duration, in seconds 

set val(prop) Propagation/TwoRayGround 

set val(netif) Phy/WirelessPhyExt 

set val(mac) Mac/802_11Ext 

set val(ifq) Queue/DropTail/PriQueue 

set val(ll) LL 

set val(ant) Antenna/OmniAntenna 

set val(ifqlen) 50 

set val(nn) 100 

set val(rp) AODV 

set val(x) 21843.688 

set val(y) 9353.502 

set val(stop) 150 

set val(run)  0    ;# replic ID 

set val(warm)       10.0      ;# run duration, in seconds 

set val(out)        "out"     ;# statistics output file 

set val(debug)      ""        ;# debug configuration file, "" = no debug 
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set val(startdebug) 100.0     ;# start time of debug output 

set val(nsource) 50 

set val(coverage) 500 

set val(scenario) "/mnt/c/VANET/VanetMobiSim 2.0/idm_im_scenario_ns2" 

#set val(scenario) "/mnt/c/VANET/VanetMobiSim 2.0/ftm_scenario_ns2" 

 

 

# 

# e2et Configuration 

# 

set val(e2et-delay)          off        ;# If "on" let e2et to add delay 

set val(e2et-delay-dir)      both       ;# Direction for which e2et adds delay 

set val(e2et-delay-dst)      uniform    ;# Dst used to add delay 

set val(e2et-delay-mean)     0.080      ;# Mean of dst 

set val(e2et-delay-devstd)   0.050      ;# Standard Deviation of dst 

set val(e2et-delay-min)      0.000      ;# Min of dst 

set val(e2et-delay-max)      0.120      ;# Max of dst 

set val(e2et-delay-b)        0.005      ;# B factor of laplacin distribution 

set val(e2et-delay-reorder)  true       ;# If false avoid pkt reordering 

set val(e2et-per)            0.0        ;# Add Packet Error Rate 

 

# 

# VoIP configuration 

# 

 

set val(voip-bidirectional)          "on"        ;# VoIP bidirectional enable switch <on|off> 

set val(voip-debug)          "nodebug"    ;# VoIP debug options - "debug" or "nodebug" 

set val(voip-model)                  one-to-one   ;# VoIP VAD model 

set val(voip-exponential-talk)       1            ;# Average talkspurt period duration, in sec, 

with exponential VAD model 
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set val(voip-exponential-silence)    1.5          ;# Average silence period duration, in sec, 

with exponential VAD model 

set val(voip-codec)                  GSM.AMR      ;# VoIP codec 

#set val(voip-codec)                  GSM.EFR      ;# VoIP codec 

#set val(voip-codec)                  G.711      ;# VoIP codec 

#set val(voip-codec)                  G.723.1      ;# VoIP codec 

#set val(voip-codec)                  G.729A      ;# VoIP codec 

set val(voip-comp-hdr-size)          3            ;# header size, in bytes 

set val(voip-aggr)                   2            ;# number of frames per packet 

set val(voip-mos-threshold)          3.0          ;# to detect 'good' talkspurt 

set val(voip-cell-mos-threshold)     0.75         ;# to measure cell satisfation 

set val(voip-cell-loss-threshold)    0.02         ;# to measure cell outage 

set val(voip-decoder-chain)          { optimal } ;# decoders 

     

# H323 configuration 

set val(voip-decoder-min-jitter)     0.020        ;# H323 dejitter min jitter time (s) 

set val(voip-decoder-max-jitter)     0.100    ;# H323 dekitter max jitter time (s) 

#######################################################################

############## 

 

# Custom parameters for the Unidirectional VoIP model. 

# They are meaningful only if voip-model is set to weibull-custom. 

set val(voip-talk-scale)      0.4122 

set val(voip-talk-shape)      0.824 

set val(voip-silence-scale)   0.899  

set val(voip-silence-shape)   1.089 

 

 

# static decoder parameters 

set val(static-buffer)  20 

set val(static-delay)   0.08 
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#######################################################################

####### 

#                       DEFINITION OF PROCEDURES                             # 

#######################################################################

####### 

 

# 

# parse command-line options and store values into the $val(.) hash 

# 

proc getopt {argc argv} { 

        global val 

 

        for {set i 0} {$i < $argc} {incr i} { 

                set arg [lindex $argv $i] 

                if {[string range $arg 0 0] != "-"} continue 

 

                set name [string range $arg 1 end] 

                set val($name) [lindex $argv [expr $i+1]] 

        } 

} 

 

# 

# print out configurations 

# 

proc printconf { } { 

        global val 

 

        foreach x [lsort [array names val]] { 

                puts "$x = $val($x)" 

        } 
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} 

 

     

     

# 

# die function 

# 

proc die { x } { 

        puts $x 

        exit 1 

} 

 

# 

# alive function 

# 

proc alive { } { 

        global ns_ val 

 

        if { [$ns_ now] != 0 } { 

                puts -nonewline \ 

                 [format "elapsed %.0f s (remaining %.0f s) completed %.f%%" \ 

                 [$ns_ now] \ 

                 [expr $val(stop) - [$ns_ now]] \ 

                 [expr 100 * [$ns_ now] / $val(stop)]] 

                if { [$ns_ now] >= $val(warm) } { 

                        puts " stat collection ON" 

                } else { 

                        puts "" 

                } 

        } 

        $ns_ at [expr [$ns_ now] + $val(stop) / 10.0] "alive" 
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} 

     

# 

# collect statistics at the end of the simulation 

# 

proc finish {} { 

        global ns_ simtime tracefd namtrace 

 

        # print statistics to output file 

        $ns_ stat print 

 

        # print out the simulation time 

        set simtime [expr [clock seconds] - $simtime] 

        puts "run duration: $simtime s" 

         

         

        $ns_ flush-trace 

        close $tracefd 

        close $namtrace 

        exec nam wireless.nam & 

 

        exit 0 

} 

 

 

#Simulator object creation 

set ns_ [new Simulator] 

$defaultRNG seed 1 

      

# initialize statistics collection 

$ns_ run-identifier $val(run) 
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$ns_ stat file "$val(out)" 

$ns_ at $val(warm) "$ns_ stat on" 

$ns_ at $val(stop) "finish" 

     

# add default probes 

$ns_ stat add e2e_owd_a    avg discrete 

$ns_ stat add e2e_tpt      avg rate 

$ns_ stat add e2e_owpl     avg rate 

#$ns_ stat add tcp_cwnd_a   avg continuous 

#$ns_ stat add tcp_dupacks  avg continuous 

#$ns_ stat add tcp_ssthresh avg continuous 

#$ns_ stat add tcp_rtt      avg continuous 

#$ns_ stat add tcp_srtt     avg continuous 

 

#$ns_ stat add tcp_cwnd_d   dst continuous 0 128 128 

$ns_ stat add e2e_owd_d    dst discrete 0.0 1.0 1000 

#$ns_ stat add e2e_ipdv_d   dst discrete 0.0 5.0 100  

 

$ns_ stat add voip_state_duration avg discrete 

$ns_ stat add voip_frames_recv avg counter 

$ns_ stat add voip_frames_sent avg counter 

$ns_ stat add voip_cell_outage avg discrete 

$ns_ stat add voip_mos_conversation avg discrete 

$ns_ stat add voip_playout_talkspurt_delay avg discrete 

$ns_ stat add voip_playout_talkspurt_per avg discrete 

$ns_ stat add voip_satisfaction avg discrete 

$ns_ stat add voip_cell_satisfaction avg discrete 

$ns_ stat add voip_talkspurt_duration avg discrete 

$ns_ stat add voip_silence_duration avg discrete 

$ns_ stat add voip_dur_fid_silence avg discrete 
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#Creating trace file and nam file 

#$ns_ use-newtrace 

set tracefd [open wireless.tr w] 

set windowVsTime2 [open win.tr w] 

set namtrace [open wireless.nam w] 

set simtime [clock seconds] 

$ns_ trace-all $tracefd 

$ns_ namtrace-all-wireless $namtrace $val(x) $val(y) 

 

#######################################################################

####### 

#                       SCENARIO CONFIGURATION                               # 

#######################################################################

####### 

     

proc e2etConf { tag fid } { 

   global val 

 

   $tag per $val(e2et-per) 

 

   if { $val(e2et-delay-dst) == "uniform" } { 

      set tag_ranvar [new RandomVariable/Uniform] 

      $tag_ranvar set min_ $val(e2et-delay-min) 

      $tag_ranvar set max_ $val(e2et-delay-max) 

 

   } elseif { $val(e2et-delay-dst) == "exponential" } { 

      set tag_ranvar [new RandomVariable/Exponential] 

      $tag_ranvar set avg_ $val(e2et-delay-mean) 

 

   } elseif { $val(e2et-delay-dst) == "normal" } { 

      set tag_ranvar [new RandomVariable/Normal] 
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      $tag_ranvar set avg_ $val(e2et-delay-mean) 

      $tag_ranvar set std_ $val(e2et-delay-devstd) 

 

   } elseif { $val(e2et-delay-dst) == "lognormal" } { 

      set tag_ranvar [new RandomVariable/LogNormal]  

      set mean $val(e2et-delay-mean) 

      set stdd $val(e2et-delay-devstd)    

      $tag_ranvar set avg_ \ 

         [expr log(pow($mean,2) / sqrt(pow($stdd,2) + pow($mean,2)))] 

      $tag_ranvar set std_ [expr sqrt(log(pow(($stdd / $mean),2) + 1))] 

 

   } elseif { $val(e2et-delay-dst) == "constant" } { 

      set tag_ranvar [new RandomVariable/Constant] 

      $tag_ranvar set val_ $opt(e2et-delay-mean) 

   } elseif { $val(e2et-delay-dst) == "threshold_uniform" } { 

      set tag_ranvar [new RandomVariable/Uniform] 

    if { $fid < $val(e2et-threshold-fid) } { 

            $tag_ranvar set min_  $val(e2et-threshold-low) 

            $tag_ranvar set max_  [expr $val(e2et-threshold-window) * $val(e2et-threshold-

low) ] 

    } else { 

        $tag_ranvar set min_  $val(e2et-threshold-high) 

            $tag_ranvar set max_  [expr $val(e2et-threshold-window) * $val(e2et-threshold-

high) ] 

    } 

   } else { 

      puts "Unknown distribution '%s'" $val(e2et-delay-dst) 

      exit 0 

   } 

   if { $val(e2et-delay)== "on" } { 

    $tag ranvar $tag_ranvar  
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    $tag reorder $val(e2et-delay-reorder) 

   } 

#   $tag fid $fid 

}    

 

 

proc create_udp { n0 n1 fid app } { 

   global ns_ voip val 

 

   set agtsrc [new Agent/UDP] 

   set agtdst [new Agent/UDP] 

 

   $agtsrc set fid_    $fid 

      

   $agtsrc set packetSize_ 65535 

   

    

   set src $n0 

   set dst $n1 

    

   $ns_ attach-agent $n0 $agtsrc 

   $ns_ attach-agent $n1 $agtdst 

   $ns_ connect $agtsrc $agtdst 

   if { $app == "voip" } { 

      $voip(encoder) attach-agent $agtsrc 

      $voip(decoder) attach-agent $agtdst 

      $voip(header)  attach-agent $agtsrc 

 

      if { $val(voip-bidirectional) != "off" } { 

      $voip(decoder) peer-id [expr $fid - 1]  

      } 
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   } else {  

     puts "Application not supported" 

      exit 1 

   } 

 

   # end-to-end modules statistics collection 

  # set tag [new e2et] 

  # set mon [new e2em] 

  # e2etConf $tag $fid 

  # $agtsrc attach-e2et $tag 

  # $agtdst attach-e2em $mon 

  # $mon index $fid 

  # $mon start-log 

 

    return 1 

} 

 

 

# 

# create a VoIP traffic flow between two nodes, agents included 

# 

proc create_voip { fid start stop } { 

   global val ns_ voip bidirectional 

        

    # create a RNG for this application 

   set rng [new RNG] 

 

   # create and configure the VoIP application 

   set app [new VoipSource] 

 

  # create and configure voip bidirectional (if enabled) 
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  if { $val(voip-bidirectional) == "on" } { 

      if { $val(voip-model) != "one-to-one" } { 

          puts "Bidirectional is available for 'one-to-one' conversations only!" 

          exit 1 

      } 

          set bidirectional [new VoipBidirectionalModifiedBrady] 

        $ns_ at $start "$bidirectional start" 

          if { $stop != "never" } { 

        $ns_ at $stop "$bidirectional stop" 

          } 

          ;# if { $opt(voip-bidir-debug) == "true" } { $bidirectional debug } 

       $bidirectional source $app 

       $app bidirectional $bidirectional 

 

  } elseif { $val(voip-bidirectional) == "unrelated" } { 

      if { $val(voip-model) != "one-to-one" } { 

          puts "Bidirectional is available for 'one-to-one' conversations only!" 

          exit 1 

      } 

      # With one-to-one bidirectional model use a separate  

      # bidirectional object for each source. 

      set bidirectional [new VoipBidirectionalModifiedBrady] 

      $ns_ at $start "$bidirectional start" 

      if { $stop != "never" } { 

          $ns_ at $stop "$bidirectional stop" 

      } 

      $bidirectional source $app 

      $app bidirectional $bidirectional 

  } elseif { $val(voip-bidirectional) == "off" } { ;# VoIP bidirectional "off" 

      # If voip-bidirectional is "on" or "unrelated" 

      # then sources are started by bidirectional objects, 
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      # otherwise we start voip sources.                 

      $ns_ at $start "$app start" 

      if { $stop != "never" } { $ns_ at $stop "$app stop" } 

 

  } else { 

      puts "Unknown value '$val(voip-bidirectional)' for VoIP bidirectional" 

      exit 1 

  } 

 

   if { $val(voip-model) == "weibull-custom" } { 

      $app model $val(voip-model) \ 

         $val(voip-talk-scale) $val(voip-talk-shape) \ 

         $val(voip-silence-scale) $val(voip-silence-shape) 

   } elseif { $val(voip-model) == "exponential" } { 

      $app model $val(voip-model) $val(voip-exponential-talk) $val(voip-exponential-

silence) 

   } else { 

      $app model $val(voip-model) 

   } 

 

   set header [new Application/VoipHeader] 

   $header compression $val(voip-comp-hdr-size) 

    

   set encoder [new Application/VoipEncoder] 

    

   $encoder id $fid 

   $encoder codec $val(voip-codec) 

   $encoder header $header 

    

   ;# debug option 

   $encoder $val(voip-debug) 
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   $app encoder $encoder  

    

   # Create VoIPDecoder according to the chain  

    

   set n_dec [ llength $val(voip-decoder-chain) ] 

 

   for { set idx [ expr $n_dec -1 ] } { $idx >= 0 } { incr idx -1 } { 

       

      set decType [ lindex $val(voip-decoder-chain) $idx ] 

       

      if { $decType == "optimal" } {    

         set decoder($idx) [new Application/VoipDecoderOptimal] 

         $decoder($idx) mos-threshold $val(voip-mos-threshold) 

         $decoder($idx) cell-mos-threshold $val(voip-cell-mos-threshold) 

         $decoder($idx) emodel $val(voip-codec) 

      } elseif { $decType == "80216m" } { 

         set decoder($idx) [new Application/VoipDecoder80216m] 

         $decoder($idx) cell-loss-threshold $val(voip-cell-loss-threshold) 

      } elseif { $decType == "atzori" } { 

         set decoder($idx) [new Application/VoipDecoderAtzori] 

         $decoder($idx) cell-loss-threshold $val(voip-cell-loss-threshold) 

      } elseif { $decType == "h323" } { 

         set decoder($idx) [new Application/VoipDecoderH323] 

         $decoder($idx) cell-loss-threshold $val(voip-cell-loss-threshold) 

     $decoder($idx) min-jitter $val(voip-decoder-min-jitter) 

     $decoder($idx) max-jitter $val(voip-decoder-max-jitter)  

      } elseif { $decType == "static" } { 

         puts "Static decoder is DEPRECATED, abort" 

         exit 1 

      } else { 
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         puts "Unknown decoder type $decType, abort" 

         exit 1 

      } 

       

      # Common Configuration 

 

      $decoder($idx) id $fid 

      $decoder($idx) cell-id 0 

 

      ;# debug option 

      $decoder($idx) $val(voip-debug) 

       

      # Connect Decoder to the Chain 

      if { $idx < [ expr $n_dec -1 ] } { 

         $decoder($idx) next-decoder $decoder([ expr $idx+1 ]) 

      } 

   } 

 

   set aggregate [new Application/VoipAggregate] 

   $aggregate nframes $val(voip-aggr) 

   $aggregate header $header 

   $encoder aggregate $aggregate 

 

   set voip(encoder) $encoder 

   set voip(decoder) $decoder(0) 

   set voip(header)  $header 

 

   return $app 

}        
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#set up topography object 

set topo [new Topography] 

$topo load_flatgrid $val(x) $val(y) 

create-god $val(nn) 

 

#Configure the nodes 

$ns_ node-config -adhocRouting $val(rp) \ 

-llType $val(ll) \ 

-macType $val(mac) \ 

-ifqType $val(ifq) \ 

-ifqLen $val(ifqlen) \ 

-antType $val(ant) \ 

-propType $val(prop) \ 

-phyType $val(netif) \ 

-channelType $val(chan) \ 

-topoInstance $topo \ 

-agentTrace ON \ 

-routerTrace ON \ 

-macTrace OFF \ 

-movementTrace ON 

 

#Create specified number of nodes and attach them to channel 

for {set i 0} {$i < $val(nn)} {incr i} { 

      set node_($i) [$ns_ node] 

      $node_($i) random-motion 0 

} 

 

#Define node initial positon in nam 

 

for {set i 0} {$i <$val(nsource)} {incr i} { 

    set fid 1 
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    set start [expr rand()*100] 

    set stop [expr {$start+30}] 

    puts "$start" 

    puts " " 

    puts "$stop" 

    set n [expr {$i+7}] 

     

 

     

    create_voip $fid $start $stop 

    set f [create_udp $node_($i) $node_($n) $fid "voip"] 

     

      if {$val(voip-bidirectional) != "off"} { 

          ;# create the opposite dir correlated flow 

          create_voip [expr $fid+1] $start $stop 

          create_udp $node_($i) $node_($n) [expr $fid+1] "voip" 

          set f [expr $f+1] 

      } 

     

     

 

} 

 

for {set i 0} {$i < $val(nn)} {incr i} { 

$ns_ initial_node_pos $node_($i) 50 

} 

 

#Loading the scenario 

if {$val(scenario)==""} { 

puts "No scenario file found" 

} else { 
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source $val(scenario) 

puts "Load complete of mobility" 

} 

 

 

 

#Ending nam and the simulation 

 

for {set i 0} {$i < $val(nn)} {incr i} { 

$ns_ at $val(stop).0 "$node_($i) reset" 

} 

 

 

#$ns_ at $val(stop).0002 "stop" 

#$ns_ at $val(stop).0002 "puts \"end simulation \" ; $ns_ halt" 

 

proc stop {} { 

global ns_ tracefd namtrace 

$ns_ flush-trace 

close $tracefd 

close $namtrace 

exec nam wireless.nam & 

exit 

} 

 

getopt $argc $argv 

 

if { $val(debug) != "" } { 

printopt 

} 

#alive 
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$ns_ run; 
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Appendix C: Sample Code for Calculating QoS metrics 

BEGIN { 

    recvdSize = 0 

    startTime = 0 

    stopTime = 0 

    sent=0 

    receive=0 

    agtCount=0 

    rtrCount=0 

 

 

    startCount=0 

    endCount=0 

} 

 

{ 

    event = $1 

  time = $2 

  node_id = $3 

  pkt_size = $8 

  level = $4 

 

  if (( $1 == "r") && ( $7 == "cbr" || $7 =="udp" ) && ( $4=="AGT" ))  agtCount++; 

 

  if (($1 == "s") && $4 == "RTR") rtrCount++; 

   

  if (level == "AGT" && event == "s" && $7 == "udp") { 

    sent++; 

    if (!startTime || (time < startTime)) { 

      startTime = time 

    } 
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    startTimeArr[startCount] = $2; 

    startCount++; 

  } 

 

  if (level == "AGT" && event == "r" && $7 == "udp") { 

    receive++; 

    if (time > stopTime) { 

      stopTime = time 

    } 

    recvdSize += pkt_size 

    endTimeArr[endCount] = $2; 

    endCount++; 

  } 

 

  if (level == "AGT" && event == "d" && $7 == "udp") { 

    endTimeArr[$35] = -1; 

  } 

 

} 

 

END { 

  count = 0 

  for(i=0;i<startCount;i++) { 

    if(endTimeArr[i] > 0){ 

        delay[i] = endTimeArr[i] - startTimeArr[i]; 

        count++; 

    } 

    else 

    { 

        delay[i] = -1; 

    } 
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  } 

 

  endToEndDelay = 0; 

  for(i=0; i<count; i++) { 

   if(delay[i] > 0) { 

    endToEndDelay = endToEndDelay + delay[i]; 

   } 

  } 

  endToEndDelay = endToEndDelay/count; 

  printf("Sent\t %d\n",sent) 

  printf("Received %d\n",receive) 

  printf("Dropped %d\n",sent-receive)   

  printf("PDR %.2f\n",(receive/sent)*100); 

  printf("Average Throughput[kbps] = %.2f\tStartTime=%.2f\tStopTime = %.2f\n", 

(recvdSize/(stopTime-startTime))*(8/1000),startTime,stopTime); 

  printf("Normalized Load\t %0.3f\n",((agtCount*1.0)/rtrCount)); 

  print "Average End-to-End Delay = " endToEndDelay * 1000 " ms"; 

 

} 

 


